Abstract. In this paper we propose a new data structure for the efficient extraction of structured motifs from DNA sequences. A structured motif is defined as a collection of highly conserved motifs with pre-specified sizes and spacings between them. The new data structure, called box-link, stores the information on how to jump over the spacings which separate each motif in a structured motif. A factor tree, a variation of a suffix tree, endowed with box-links provide the means for the efficient extraction of structured motifs.
Structured motifs try to capture highly conserved complex regions in a set of DNA sequences which, in the case of sequences from co-regulated genes, model functional combinations of transcription factor binding sites [1, 2, 3] . Formally, a motif is a nonempty string over an alphabet Σ (e.g., Σ ={A,C,T,G} for DNA sequences). A structured motif [1] is a pair (m, d) where m is a p-tuple of motifs (m i ) 1≤i≤p , denoting p boxes, and d is a (p − 1)-tuple of pairs (d mini , d maxi ) 1≤i<p , denoting p − 1 intervals of distance. In the following, we consider that all p boxes of a structured motif have a fixed length k and a fixed distance between boxes d. The general case was studied but is out of the scope of this abstract. Algorithms and complexity results are easily adaptable to the more general case.
A factor tree, also called a k-factor tree [4] , is a data structure that indexes the factors of a string whose length does not exceed k. In the following we define boxlinks, whose purpose is to store the information needed to jump from box to box in a structured motif, over a factor tree. Formally, let L be the set of leaves at depth k of a k-factor tree T for a string s of length n and L i k denote all possible i-tuples over L. A box-link of size i, with 1 ≤ i < p, is a (i + 1)-tuple in L i+1 such that there is a substring s of s where: (i) the length of s is ik + (i − 1)d; (ii) the k-length substring of s ending at position jk + (j − 1)d, with 1 ≤ j ≤ i, is the path in T spelled from the root to the j-th leaf of the box-link tuple. Box-links can be used to extract structured motifs when built over a generalized factor tree (a factor tree for a set of N sequences). However, in this case, box-links have to be endowed with a Colors Boolean array [1] in order to distinguish in which of the N input sequences the corresponding boxes are linked.
In the following, we present an algorithm to build box-links. The algorithm makes use of two variables. First, the variable list leaf has the list of all leaves inserted in the factor tree, which can be easily obtained during the factor tree construction. In fact, for the sake of exposition, list leaf can be seen as a family of variables (list leaf i ) 1≤i≤N , where each list leaf i has average length n, the average length of an input sequence. Observe that the substring labeling the path from the root to the j-th leaf of list leaf i corresponds to the j-th at most k-length substring of the i-th input string. Second, the variable b j stores the j-size box-links being built. We now describe AddBoxLink function. AddBoxLink(b,v,i) adds a box-link between an existing (j − 1)-size box-link b and a leaf v for the i-th input sequence. However, it only creates a new box-link if there is not already a box-link between box-link b and node v. In either way, creating or not a new box-link, the AddBoxLink function sets the Boolean array entry i to 1. The pseudo-code of the algorithm to build box-links is presented in Algorithm 1.
